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Summary. The paper deals with an approach to reliability of 
safety in mining problems. Mining, particularly underground and 
offshore one, taking into consideration its specific, is characte
rised by series of problems connected with exploitation of minerals 
concern safety problems. In connection with it they are solved more 
or less succesfully practicaly for years, but recently intensive 
development of theory and applied models of reliability of safety 
can be observed in Poland now.

In the paper an approach to definition of reliability of safety, 
review of applied models, safety systems elementary protective 
devices, gradation of failures, etc. are considered taking into 
account the concrete practice. Literature, dealing with the above 
problems is also given.

1. INTRODUCTION

Developing intensively in the sixties and seventies of our century, 
reliability theory lost its high developing speed at the begining of the 
eighties. It is due to the fact that simple adaption of formal mathema
tical models constructed previously in the scope of another discipline of 
sciences - first of all applied probability theory - has been exhausted. 
The number of scientists Interested in the reliability theory decreased 
wheras new probabilistic models proposed by mathematicians and frequently 
obtained from the pure theoretical considerations, are usually sophisti
cated mathematical tools. Practical applications of those models are very 
often limited, due to the lack of connections with the practice. Some 
models have theoretical significance only, while others more complicated, 
and formulated in precise and sometimes difficult mathematical language 
are hard for engineers, practicians. However, problems of great worth for
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theory are those which came Into being from the real practice. The pro
blems of common thematical scope make new chapters in theory development. 
Such a group of problems is the reliability of the system: man - techni
cal object which has been considered intensively for a dozen or so year£. 
Such a group of problems is also the reliability of safety of systems, 
whose intensive development may be observed in Poland now.

Mining, particularly underground and offshore one, is such science for 
which safety problems are of great importance. Developing for centuries, 
mining has solved safety problems, more or less successfully on the base 
of practical solutions, partly on the base of theory. Meeting of the 
reliability theory with the theory of safety on the mining practice ground 
has taken place relatively not long ago1 ,̂ and due to the existing condi
tions has led to the rapid development of series empirical and theoretical 
studies. Several problems unsolved up till now have been taken into consi
derations and soma have been solved successfully. On the other hand theore

tical analysis and assessment of goodness of existing already exploitation 
solutions have been undertaken. Usually the obtained solutions are of 
practical use but their economical effectiveness | both with that of the 
safety are hardly determinable.

The subject of consideration of this paper is the reliability of safety 
as it is understood in the mining. Reliability of safety of hoists, ven
tilation systems, dewatering systems, strata control (rock bursts, gas 
bursts, subsidence, methane emission, self - ignition of coal seams etc) 
in underground mines and comparatively rich eet of problems in offshore 
mining - all these are abundant source of inspiration for investigation.
It should be stated that the paper is an attempt at a certain recapitula
tion of research from this field (cf, fl-7]).

Several studies refer to narrow practical problems. There is a lack of 
papers which would synthesize obtained eolutions in a nomenclature field, 
applied mathematical models or other problems,

2. RELIABILITY OF SAFETY

Reliability of object is its property to fulfil requirements set for 
it. Reliability of safety of an object is its resistance to such opera
tion faults, which may result either in its destruction or the destruc
tion of objects cooperating with it, environment hazard and human life 
losses (comp. [9])«

Therefore the term reliability of safety is a narrower term within 
the field of reliability. Term safety is, in turn, wider than reliability

1 ^Much earlier, for example, safety problems of building constructions in 
probabilistic sense have been considered.
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of safety Is Important In determining operation faults of an object. If 
an object can Impend over human health due to vibrations higher than 
addmieeible for human body or emission of harmful radiation, but Its ope
ration is correct, everything Is right from reliability of safety point 
of view. Never the less, such a problem is interesting when considering 
operation of the system i man - technical object.

The presented above designation of the reliability of safety is of the 
descriptive type and reliability measures used to describe this property 
are of objective character.

it seems an interesting proposition to consider additionally the so - 
called "regulation reliability of safety". According to it the regulation 
reliability of safety is property of object to fulfil safety regulations 
(requirements) which are connected with exploitation of the object.

Fig. 1 shows an example of it : survival function of mining hoisting 
ropes for wear measure defined as percentage decrease of laod - carrying 
cross-sectional area or 5-6 rope lay lenght. According to the Polish 
regulations [12J it can be 20% or 15%.

It is easy to notice that assessment of regulation reliability of safety 
of an object may be at the very most as good as regulations actually in 
force.

Here wide scope of empirical and theoretical investigations come into 
being:

- reliability of safety determination of an object of a given type,
- (as the result of the above) rational formulation of safety regulations 

of exploitation of an object. .

This is a way to determine reliability of safety and formulation of 
the regulations so to say "from the beginning" (new class of an object). 
The most frequently the determination of regulations of safety is obliga
tory. In such case, there is new investigation field: empirical and 
theoretical verification of existing regulations. As the result of it may 
be necessary to change or supplement regulations actually in force.

Realisation of these studies is difficult not only because of penetra
ting and frequently wide empirical and theoretical investigations but 
also because of the fact that reliability of safety is in cristalisation 
stage. Other difficulties will be mentioned in further part of the paper.

3. CATASTROPHIC FAILURE

As it was stated, reliability of safety concerns determined group of 
operation faults of an object. Saying it precisely - group of determined 
consequences of thsir appearance.

The centrel term is here a catastrophic failure. It is, from the mathe
matical point of view, a random event of determined consequences of parti
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cular type. These coneequeaces, e.i. probable damage of object, devasta
tion of environment, occurrence of accidents among staff or failure of 
cooperating objects, distinguish all failures of heavy economical conse
quences - long breaks in realisation of important production processes, 
for instance.

Next feature of catastrophic failure is that it belongs to rare events. 
The above observation has determined repercussion. In exploitation inve
stigations carried out to determine, e.i. probability of occurence of 
catastrophic failure, possessing of appropriate number of observations is 
necessary for statistic reasons. This means investigation of a proper 
number of objects of particular class in appropriate lenght of time,which 
is not always possible on account of many reasons (financial barrier, non 
existence of required number of objects etc).

Let us notice further that it does not make sense to consider reliabi
lity of safety for all objects. Practically, reliability of safety usually 
concerns systems.

Looking at consequences of catastrophic failure occurrence, two events 
are possible:

- catastrophic failure means the end of the object life,
- catastrophic failure does not mean the end of the object life.

In the second case, taking into consideration that they are rare events, 
catastrophic failures during the life of an object occur in small number 
or they do not occur at all. Time of catastrophic failure clearing is 
long in comparlsion to other repair times of an object and is characte
rised by different distribution function or the same on but of different 
parameters.

It should be stated that«is easier to determine what is or what is not 
catastrophic failure for a particular object than to give precise defini

tion of catastrophic failure.

4. EXPLOITATION PROCESS AND RELIABILITY OF SAFETY

An exploitation process of an object e.g. process of the change of 
its properties in time, depends on:

- object properties shaped in the process of its designing and produc

tion,
- applied method of exploitation,
- properties of snvironment - conditions of exploitation of an object.

Manifested in the exploitation process reliability of safety of object 
depends on the above mentioned factors.

Let us consider this problem a little wider.
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4.1. Danger events; watching aynnfe

Let us consider N-element system for which reliability of safety con
siderations make 88nsea.Let us assu/n.o that reliability structure of systea 
is known and that failure of each element of the system and the very sy
stem is defined. Generally part of failures can be defined 1-0 type (up - 
down), part - parametrically. In this second case it is assumend that 
there is a given set Z of technical and exploitation parameters and a 
failure is defined as parameter value exceeding its limited values.

For each failure which can appear in the system a probabilistic measure 
- conditional probability of catastrophic failure can be defined P. ,

Pk l « [0.1]

Pki “ p (K/ ui)" 1 * H

where :

K - castrophic failure,

- 1 - tn failure in the system,

H - set of all possible failures in the system, may be ascribed.

Obviously an event = 1 is the castrophic failure.

Let us assume a certain probability level = ¡b , {b near zero.
Ech event J for which relationship

1 > PkJ = P f K /U j ) ; J « ® . S  < « (2)

appears will be called a danger failure. Therefore symbol 53 means a set 
of all possible danger failures of the system.

Each parameter h e Mj M < Z, of the value exceeding the allowable
interval means the occurence of event from the 33 sat. will be called a 
"significant parameter". Therefore M means a set of all possible signi
ficant parameters of system.

Let us notice that having the set M and the set $  “importance" 
gradation of significant parameters from the reliability of safety may be 
introduced.

We can say that significant parameter is "more important" than
significant parameter if

Pk h > P kl* h 'X i  M (3)

There is a rule that in systems for which reliability of safety consi

derations make sense, significant parameters for which probability ex
ceeding allowable Intervals has appropriate "hlght" value in the life of 
an object, are constantly watched by diagnostic subsystems.
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In man - technical object systems, values of significant parameters 
shown by appropriate indicators are information for controlling the sy
stem for current exploitation decisions making among the other things - 
decisions concerning counteracting of probable hazards as a result of 
exceeding particular significant value parametr outside its allowable 
interval.

In many modern systems, where only it is possible, an operator is 
replaced by automatically controlled systems. To avoid appearance of 
catastrophic failure or saying precisely, to diminishiprobability of 
occurrence of failure of such type, special safety systems (safety circuits, 
protective devices) are constructed.

According to needs and possibilities (financial, technical etc) various 
constructions can be used, from the simplest, i.e. constructions switching 
off the system when a danger event occurs, to automatic controlling sy

stems .
As an example of a safety system a safety circuit used in mining 

hoisting installation may be considered. An ideological diagram of it and 
its cooperation with the rest of assemblies of hoist and operator is shown 
in fig. 2. It is a system which consists of a certain number of sensors - 
receptors which react when an event exceeding limited values appears - 
signal S. Such signal causes sending by eafety circuit two signals : to 
the brake subsystem (signals V) in order to brake the rope drum (friction 
wheel) - signal Y, and to the power transmission assembly (signals I) in 
order to make the driving moment drop to zero - signal X.

It is worth noticing that gradation of significant parameters has its 
practical sense in the constructional solution applied in the considered 
safety circuit. Anyway if the limited value is exceeded by a certain, 
specified by Polish Mining Regulations, [12] group of parameters, the 
hoist is stopped in any moment of transportation cycle. An analogical 
situation, in turn, concerning parameters of lesser "importance" makes it 
impossible to start a new transportation cycle after the cycle is finished. 
Rationalization of the circuit which relies on the application of wider 
range of consequences of circuit actions has Just been proposed [lj.

The most important receptor characteristic is its reliability R^ 
described by conditional probability of an event : if the danger of a 
failure occurs than receptors act correctly sanding the signal to the 
safety circuit. Receptors as functional or structural rsduandancy are 
also applied. As the reserve the hot one is only used (usually the same 
elements) because the overswitching of elements can not be done.

Correct receptor action does not guarantee the stopping the hoist.
Fig. ? shows the ways of receptors' signals and the minimal set Q of hoist 
assemblies which have to act correctly when danger failure occurs in order 
to stop the hoist.
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Analysing information shown by fig. 2, one can divide danger failures 
with regard to the place of their occurance and possible consequences.

Such division may be as fallows:

- the "basic danger failures" which include failures of all such elements 
of system which make the counteraction of the safety circuit impossible 
(here: the stopping the rope carrier),

- the failures when values of significant parameters are exceeded over 
allowable intervals - "danger failures of I-st order",

- "danger failures of Il-nd order", failures of direct receptors which
react on occurrence of failures of the I-st order,

2)
- controll fault caused by an operator

To the above division value intervals of probability may be
ascribed and thus

- if the basic danger failure appears then catastrophic failure occurs 
with the probability near 1,

- if the danger fallur of Il-nd order appears than probability of cata

strophic failure occurence is close to ¡b .

Usually relation:

i > p(b) 2: p ( D  > . p ( « ) >  p

where: P^1 ,̂ P^11 .̂ P ^  - probability of catastrophic failure occurance

as the result of appearancs of danger failure of - appropriately - I or

der, II order, basic, takes place.

It is worth noticing that the considered safety systems belong to so- 
called watching syetems, counteracting - diminishing probability of the 
occurrence of cstaetrophlc failures.

Our hitherto considerations concern systems which "take care" of their 
subeystems watching valuee of significant parameters. As it was stated 
previously, exploitation process of an object depends on properties of 
its environment as well. Any significant change of exploitation conditions 
may be a reason of catastrophic failure occurrence. In the underground 
mining and offshore one, careful observation of environment is of very 
high importance in order to avoid catastrophic failures of not only whole 
machinery systems but whole mines sometimes or platforms or exploitation 
ships. Special watching safety systems meaeuring significant parameters 
constantly have been used for years.

In the underground mining quantity of emitted methane or water from 
the rock, temperature of seams, basic parameters of mine air are measured

^Operator is “receptor" too, but of a special type. Assessment of his 
operation is considered in the paper [2],
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with determined frequency or continuously. The task of such systems is to 
give information to undertake appropriate prevention measures of switch 
on automatically additional dewatering pumps, fans, airconditioners etc.
In the offshore mining safety systems are connected additionally with 
prediction systems which predict the future values of significant para
meters.

4.2. Availability (standby) systems

Other class of safety systems are emergency (standby) systems often 
called availability systems. These systems counteract the results of 
catastrophic failures. In underground mining, for instance, medical first 
aid systems, fire brigades, mobile rescue winders and special rescue sy
stems to liberate miners trapped by collapsed rock are systems of that 
type.

Units used in flood standby systems,used in nuclear power plants [llj,
military units and many other belong to the considered class of safety
systems.

Their basic parameter is probability of accomplishing of determined 
tasks in stipulated period of time.

The theory of standby systems is well developed in comparislon with 
the theory of watching safety systems.

4.3. Elementary safety systems, operation models

The general theory of watching safety systems is not formulated yet. 
Problems from their scope lie in common field of the diagnostic theory 
and the reliability theory. Great number of elementary safety watching 
systems used in practice have not been assessed from the reliability of 
safety point of view, when such investigations have been carried out 
[l, 4, 6j the coincidence problem in renewal processes has been formulated
for the first time (comp. [6j).

Majority of elementary safety watching systems act i in such short time 
that it may be assumed they act in a discrete way. Hot reserve as a pro
tective unit is frequently used. The main problem is to find explicits 
form of reliability characteristics of a system when both reliability of 
components and system structure are known. Theory of discrete random pro
cesses is applied to describe exploitation processes of the considered 
systems. Sometimes if is enough if probabilities of system states are 
known [4], sometimes richer reliability description is needed and in spi
te of seeming simplicity of problem, sulutlons appear non - trite and 
interesting from the theoretical and practical points of view [6, 10J .
It should be added that the lack of clearly formulated theory of stocha
stic chains, dsfferent than the Markov ones has been feeled in dietict 
way.
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5. REMARKS

The aim of the above paper has been to present a recapitulation of 
papers which have appeared recently and which concern reliability of sa
fety in mining. Two main problems have been omitted:

- reliability of safety of object operator,
- reliability of safety of information systems.

Certain particular problems connected with the above have been presen
ted in papers |]2, 8],
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Fig. 1. Depedence between the ropes life and the number of hoisting cycles 
Rys. 1. Zależność między trwałościę liny i liczbę wycięgów

Fig. 2. Safety Circuit diagram of mining hoisting lnstallation 
Rys. 2. Schemat obwodu bezpieczeństwa górniczego urzędzenie wycięgowego
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0 NIEZAWODNOŚCI BEZPIECZEŃSTWA W PROBLEMATYCE GOr NICZEO

S t r e s z c z e n i a

Praca traktuje o podejściu do zagadnień niezawodności bezpieczeństwa 
w problematyce górniczej. Górnictwo, szczególnie podziemne, ze względu na 
swę specyfikę charakteryzuje się między innymi tym. Ze szereg problemów 
zwięzanych z eksploatację kopalin dotyczy zagadnień bezpieczeństwa. Od 
kilku lat w Polsce daje się zauwaiyć intensywny rozwój teorii niezawodno
ści bezpieczeńatwa.

W referacie prezentuje się sposób podejścia do zagadnień definicji nie
zawodności bezpieczeństwa, stosowanych modeli probabilistycznych, syste
mów bezpieczeństwa, elementarnych systemów zabezpieczajęcych, gradacji 
uszkodzeń ltp. sformułowanych dla potrzeb praktyki górniczej. Pracę uzu
pełnia literatura, która traktuje o omawianych zagadnieniach.

I
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